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　Aiming for the start-up of a demonstration fast breeder 

reactor (FBR) around 2025 and its introduction on a 

commercial basis before 2050, we are now promoting the 

“Fast Reactor Cycle Technology Development (FaCT)” 

project, with the collaboration of electric utilities and 

manufacturers.

　In the FaCT project, we are developing a combination of 

the sodium-cooled FBR cycle system utilizing oxide fuel, 

advanced aqueous reprocessing, and simplified pelletizing 

fuel fabrication. The FaCT project will decide on which of 

the innovative technologies (Fig.1-1) to adopt by 2010 and 

present conceptual designs of commercial and demonstration 

FBR cycle facilities along with development plans to realize 

them by 2015. In FY2008, three years after the start of the 

FaCT project, an interim report of the current results and 

future plans were made in preparation for the technology 

selection in 2010. Here is a summary of each topic shown 

after the following pages:

　As part of the development of the FBR system, research 

into the demonstration reactor and the commercial reactor 

systems will be promoted, and a general conception of the 

nuclear reactor plant will be decided upon (Topic 1-1). In the 

development of core fuel, to lessen the environmental 

burden, a core fuel that contains Minor Actinide (Topic 1-2) 

and irradiation tests of core integrity (Topic 1-3) will be 

developed. To make the reactor vessel compact and to reduce 

the construction cost, 3-dimensional analyses that clarify the 

thermal striping phenomenon in the reactor core internal 

structure were developed (Topic 1-4), and we presented a 

rationalized design which meets new, higher standards for 

structures and components (Topic 1-5). For reliability 

improvement, a sensor monitoring the wall thinning of the 

high-temperature piping during operation is being developed 

(Topic 1-6), and the oxidation mechanism of sodium 

combustion, basic knowledge for sodium leakage prevention 

technology, has been clarified (Topic 1-7). For the 

improvement of safety, a reasonable building design that can 

endure a huge earthquake is being sought, and for this, 

valuable data on the process leading to the breakage of a 

seismic isolation device was obtained (Topic 1-8).

　For the fuel cycle system, highly effective dissolution 

technology in the reprocessing system is being developed 

(Topic 1-9). In the solvent extraction processes, U-Pu-Np 

co-extraction has become possible (Topic 1-10). In studies of 

fuel fabricating processes, the mechanism of microwave 

heating denitration is being elucidated (Topic 1-11).
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Economic Competitiveness

○Reduction of Mass & Volume

○Long operation due 
　to high burn-up fuel

①Shortened piping with 
　high chromium steel

Higher reliability

○Sodium technology

⑧Sodium leak 
　tightness with 
　double wall piping

Higher safety

○Core safety

○Seismic reliability 

⑪Passive shutdown 
　and decay heat 
　removal

⑫Re-criticality 
　prevention

⑬Seismic reliability 
　in core assemblies

⑨More reliable SG with 
　double wall tube

⑩Better maintenance 
　allowed inside 
　sodium boundary

⑦Advanced fuel material

④Compact reactor vessel

⑥CV with steel plate 
　reinforced concrete 
　building

⑤Simplified fuel 
　handling system

③Integrated pump-IHX

②2 loop cooling system

Steam generator

Reactor 
Vessel

(a) Innovative reactor system technologies

Integrated 
pump-IHX

Core

Advanced Aqueous
Reprocessing

①Disassembling and 
　shearing technology

Simplified Pelletizing
Fuel Fabrication

⑦Unified denitration, 
　calcination, 
　reduction and 
　granulation process

⑧Die lubricating-
　type molding

⑩Basic material 
　research

⑪In-cell remote 
　handling 
　technology

⑫TRU fuel handling 
　technology

⑨Sintering and O/M 
　ratio adjustment

②Fuel dissolution 
　technology

③U crystallization

⑥Waste reduced 
　(liquid separated)

④Single cycle co-
　extraction of U, 
　Pu and Np

⑤MA recovery by 
　extraction 
　chromatography

(b) Innovative fuel cycle system technologies

Disassembling 
and Shearing

Denitration・
Calcination・
Reduction・
Granulation

Molding and 
Sintering

Fabrication

Dissolution

Crystallization

Co-extraction

MA recovery




